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PRESS RELEASE 
 

Fable is the key in the collection as good 
fairytales always have happy conclusion  

 

Cozy living launches the SS21-collection with an eye-catching design. As a symbol 

of a fairytale the design of a Fable Creature will inspire to creating a personal cozy 

home for you and yours in a new world with a happy ending.  

 

This season the Cozy living collection was inspired from fairytales and is all about personality in 

creating a cozy home. Although the world around us has changed and things are not quite as they 

used to be, a calming and embracing home has never been more important. 

Fable is the key in the collection as good fairytales always have happy conclusion. This season we 

introduce the new fabulous Fable Creature Cushion. With its unique and lush embroidered fable 

tiger motif, discrete piping and sassy black and white tassel detail, this cushion is a statement on 

its own. 

Mixed with a selection of tone in tone cushions, this piece will make them all stand out and add 

that extra bit of eye-catching glamour to your home. The whole collection made in Cozy Living’s 

favorite colours of the season as the lush elegant Alpaca or the playful Dusty Green as well as the 

teasing and eye-catching Ultramarine topped with sassy contrast stripes. 

“We aim at inspire for a unique home for you and yours. Coziness and lovely dreams 

with personality for creating a relaxing home to embrace for the long bright summer days with 

family and friends.” Says Tine Timm Hemicke, CEO Cozy living. “We hope you love it as much as we 

do”, Tine ends. 

Explore the Cozy living summer universe and find some inspiration and make your home your own 

safe haven – or fable even. Get inspired and see a world of new items in Cozy living SS21 

catalogue. 

https://issuu.com/cozyliving/docs/cozy_living_catalogue_retail?fr=sZGE0NTI4NzI2 



 

 

 
 
 
About Cozy living 
 
Wholesale of its own interior design brand to dealers and retailers all over Europe. Established in 
2012 by Tine Timm Hemicke, today Cozy Living has a strong agent setup with sales in more than 30 
countries. Collection designed in Denmark by an in-house design team. Its Nordic roots and soft 
modern view on materials and aesthetics characterize Cozy living. 
Visit www.cozyliving.dk 

 
A reseller near you, please contact us: +45 78 77 20 80 

 
Contact for more information 

 
Tine Timm Hemicke 
Owner, Cozy Living 
+45 2022 8558 – tt@cozyliving.dk 
 

http://www.cozyliving.dk/

